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Abstract
Photons radiated in heavy-ion collisions are a penetrating probe, and as such can play an important role in the
determination of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) transport coefficients. In this work we calculate the bulk viscous
correction to photon production in two-to-two scattering reactions. Phase-space integrals describing the bulk viscous
correction are evaluated explicitly in order to avoid the forward scattering approximation which is shown to be poor
for photons at lower energies. We furthermore present hydrodynamical simulations of AA collisions focusing on the
effect of this calculation on photonic observables. Bulk corrections are shown to reduce the elliptic flow of photons at
higher pT .
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1. Introduction
Photons are an important probe in relativistic heavy-
ion collisions: they are created at all stages of the
collisions and leave the medium undistorted by the
strong interaction. At leading order in perturbation the-
ory, O(αs), photon production in the QGP phase re-
ceives contributions from two-to-two scattering chan-
nels [1, 2] which comprise Compton scattering and
quark-antiquark annihilation, and from channels which
consider quark bremsstrahlung, off-shell pair annihila-
tion, and coherence between different scattering sites
(Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect) [3]. The early
works assumed a medium in thermal equilibrium. How-
ever, hydrodynamical simulations show that there are
sizeable viscous effects in the evolution of the created
medium due to shear and bulk viscosity [4]. For the-
oretical consistency, one thus needs to include the ef-
fect of viscosity on photon production. In return, this
allows for the extraction of QGP transport coefficients
from electromagnetic observables: a worthy reward.
Table II in Ref. [5] presents a summary of the viscous
corrections (which include both shear and bulk) to pho-
ton production included so far in photon calculations.
The contribution presented here addresses the correc-
tion owing to bulk viscosity in a specific channel: two-
to-two scattering channels, for which estimates of the
bulk viscous correction existed using the forward scat-
tering approximation (see below). We present the re-
sults of a field-theoretical calculation, and then explore
its phenomenological effects using relativistic hydrody-
namics.
2. Bulk viscous correction to two-to-two channels
The rate of photon emission, R, in a unit volume can
be written in a way which is valid out of equilibrium, as
long as the medium is static and spatially uniform [6]
k
dR
d3k
=
i
2(2pi)3
Π12(K)
µ
µ (1)
Here, k is the photon energy and Π12 is one component
of the photon polarization tensor in the real-time for-
malism [7].
The diagrams in the top row of Fig. 1 contribute at
leading order to the photon polarization tensor when the
loop momentum is hard. Using finite-temperature cut-
ting rules these diagrams can be transformed into a ki-
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Figure 1: Top row: Diagrams contributing at leading
order for hard quark loops. Bottom row: Diagrams con-
tributing at leading order for hard quark loops.
netic theory equation for the rates [2]
k
dR
d3k
=
∑
channels
∫
P
∫
P′
∫
K′
1
2(2pi)3
(2pi)4δ(4)(P+P′−K−K′) |M|2 f (P) f (P′) (1± f (K′)).
(2)
HereM is the amplitude for two-to-two scattering with
a photon in the final state. Additionally, diagrams with
soft loop momenta contribute at the same order, see the
bottom row of Fig. 1. In order to avoid infrared diver-
gences and include all leading order effects one must use
resummed quark propagators for soft momenta. This is
done using the method of hard thermal loops (HTL) [8].
We included the viscous correction to the resummed
propagator. The different structure of hard and soft loop
diagrams necessitates a cutoff scale qcut between hard
and soft loop momenta, such that gT  qcut  T . At
leading order the results should be independent of qcut.
The crucial ingredient in the calculation of viscous
corrections is the momentum distribution. The equilib-
rium distribution, f0, is replaced by
f = f0 + δ fbulk. (3)
where δ fbulk is the bulk viscous correction derived using
kinetic theory:
δ fbulk = f0(1 ± f0) (E −
m2th
E
)
Π
15( + P)( 13 − c2s)
(4)
where E =
√
p2 + m2th and Π is the bulk viscous pres-
sure. This equation was obtained in the relaxation time
approximation for particles with thermal masses mth [5].
We calculated rates up to first order in δ f evaluating the
loop and phase space integrals numerically. For further
details see the discussion of shear viscous corrections
to photon production using a diagrammatic approach in
Ref. [9].
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Figure 2: Dependence of Γbulk on qcut, the cutoff be-
tween hard and soft loops, for two values of the strong
coupling constant g.
The photon production rate can be written as
k
dR
d3k
= T 2
Γeq + Π15( + P)( 13 − c2s)Γbulk
 . (5)
The quantities Γeq and Γbulk contain the contribution
of f0 and δ fbulk respectively to photon production in a
static, homogenous brick of QGP.
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of Γbulk on the cut be-
tween soft and hard loops qcut. At very low values of g
there is a wide range of cuts that give the same value of
Γbulk. At more realistic values for heavy-ion collisions,
g = 2, Γbulk depends more on the cut which only can-
cels at leading order. We chose the minimal value of
Γbulk which occurs at roughly qcut/T =
√
g.
The full calculation of Γbulk can be compared with
its value obtained in the forward scattering approxima-
tion [10], see Fig. 3. This approximation assumes that
the exchanged momentum in the two-to-two scattering
diagrams is soft which is valid when the external parti-
cles have high momenta. It is furthermore only correct
at leading logarithm in gs and ignores the viscous cor-
rection to the HTL resummation. As expected, the two
calculations are similar at high photon momenta but dif-
ferent at lower momenta.
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Figure 3: Comparison of a full calculation of bulk vis-
cous corrections to photon production and a calculation
using the forward scattering approximation. Top panel:
Single particle spectrum elements as defined in Eq. (5).
Bottom panel: Ratio of forward-scattering result to that
of the full calculation.
3. Hydrodynamic modelling
Up until now we have only discussed viscous cor-
rections to the photon production rate in a homoge-
neous brick of QGP. To make contact with experiments
we need to integrate these calculations with a hydrody-
namic simulation of heavy-ion collisions. The spectrum
of thermal photons produced in the medium is then de-
scribed by
k
dNthermal
d3k
=
∫
d4x
[
k
dR
d3k
(T (x), Ek)
∣∣∣∣∣
Ek=k·u(x)
]
. (6)
kdR/d3k only depends on position through hydrody-
namic variables such as uµ, T , and Π. For our bulk vis-
cous correction the integral is over all cells in the QGP
phase. The hydrodynamical events were generated with
MUSIC [11] and used IP-Glasma initial conditions. We
looked at Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV in a 0 − 40%
centrality class. For further details see [5]. We model all
photon production channels as in [5], with the exception
of the bulk viscous correction to two-to-two scattering
in the QGP phase where the full calculation was used
instead of the forward scattering approximation.
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Figure 4: Elliptic flow of thermal photons coming from
two-to-two channels in QGP. The curves refer to the
treatment of the bulk viscous correction.
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Figure 5: Elliptic flow of direct photons. The curves
refer to the treatment of the bulk viscous correction to
two-to-two scattering in QGP.
The bulk viscous correction effect is moderate for the
photon spectrum, and becomes more considerable for
the elliptic flow. Correcting for bulk viscosity creates a
∼ 20% decrease in the yield for photons from 2 → 2
processes with pT ∼ 2 GeV. Fig. 4 shows the ellip-
tic flow of photons coming from two-to-two scattering
in the QGP phase, and compares results obtained using
different bulk viscous corrections to that channel. The
underlying hydrodynamical events are the same in all
cases and include bulk viscosity. At lower pT the bulk
viscous correction has little effect but at higher pT it
reduces the elliptic flow considerably. Fig. 5 shows the
elliptic flow of direct photons, i.e. prompt photons, ther-
mal photons from the hadronic and QGP phase and vis-
cous corrections where they have been calculated. The
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curves only differ in the treatment of the bulk viscous
correction to two-to-two scattering in the QGP phase.
The difference between the curves is smaller than that
in Fig. 4, owing to the contribution from other chan-
nels, but a complete calculation is clearly required.
Figure 6: Bulk viscosity as a function of temperature
[4].
Figure 7: Distribution of photon yield in different pt
bins with the temperature of the emitting fluid cells, for
Au Au collisions in the 0 − 20% centrality class. This
figure is from Ref. [12]. The events used to make this
figure are slightly different from the ones used in this
work but the general trend is the same.
The effect of bulk viscous corrections on the photon
elliptic flow can be understood in a simple way. Bulk
viscosity peaks sharply at a temperature of Tc = 180
MeV [4], see Fig. 6. Thus the bulk correction mostly
affects photon production from cells with temperature
around Tc. Furthermore δ fbulk is rotationally invari-
ant so elliptic flow of the bulk viscous correction is
solely due to the flow of the emitting fluid cell. Fig.
7 shows the yield of photons as a function of temper-
ature and for different windows of photon momentum
[12]. Concentrating, for the sake of illustration, on pho-
tons with pT ≈ 3 GeV: according to Fig. 7, those are
either blueshifted photons created in low temperature
cells with high flow, or photons from high temperature
cells with lower flow. The bulk correction will suppress
emission from the former, which in turn leads to a net
reduced elliptic flow [13].
4. Conclusions, outlook, and acknowledgments
We have presented a calculation of the bulk viscous
correction to photon production in QGP through two-
to-two channels. This calculation was integrated with
hydrodynamic simulations of heavy-ion collisions. The
bulk correction appreciably reduces the elliptic flow at
higher photon pT , while having little effect at lower pT .
The viscous corrections to all leading-order QGP
channels have not been computed so far, as the cor-
responding Feynman diagrams can have a complicated
structure. They can be evaluated for a medium in equi-
librium by using the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger relation.
In a future publication we will explain how these di-
agrams can be evaluated out of equilibrium, thereby
allowing the computation of viscous corrections to all
leading order channels of photon production in the QGP
in a theoretically consistent fashion [13].
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